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ABSTRACT
The conventional wisdom in systems and networking communities is that congestion happens primarily within the network fabric. However, adoption of high-bandwidth access links and relatively stagnant technology trends for resources within hosts have led to emergence of host congestion—that is, congestion within the host network that enables data exchange between NIC and CPU/memory. Such host congestion alters the many assumptions entrenched within decades of research and practice of congestion control.

We present hostCC, a congestion control architecture to handle both host and network fabric congestion. hostCC embodies three key ideas. First, in addition to congestion signals that originate within the network fabric, hostCC collects host congestion signals that capture the precise time, location, and reason for host congestion. Second, hostCC introduces a sub-RTT granularity host-local congestion response that uses congestion signals to allocate host resources between network traffic and host-local traffic. Finally, hostCC uses both host and network congestion signals to allocate network resources at an RTT granularity.

We realize hostCC within the Linux network stack. Our hostCC implementation requires no modifications in applications, host hardware, and/or network hardware; moreover, it can be integrated with existing congestion control protocols to handle both host and network fabric congestion. Evaluation of Linux DCTCP with and without hostCC suggests that, in the presence of host congestion, hostCC significantly reduces queueing and packet drops at the host, resulting in improved performance of networked applications in terms of throughput and tail latency.

1 INTRODUCTION
Classical literature in datacenter congestion control takes a narrow view of “end-to-end”, often interpreting the end as the point of presence of Ethernet (the network interface card, or NIC). This view precludes a network that every datacenter server has—the host network, that is, the network comprising processor, memory and peripheral interconnects that enables the exchange of data between CPU, memory and peripheral devices. The host network provides many desirable properties—minuscule probability of failures and packet corruption, ample bandwidth, and losslessness guarantees; thus, the conventional wisdom in systems and networking communities is that congestion happens primarily within the network fabric (that is, at network switches).

Several recent studies from large-scale production clusters [1, 24, 25] demonstrate that the above conventional wisdom is merely an appeal to tradition fallacy: adoption of high-bandwidth access links, coupled with relatively stagnant technology trends for resources within the host—CPU speeds, cache sizes, memory access latency, memory bandwidth per core, NIC buffer sizes, etc.—has led to the emergence of host congestion, that is, congestion within the processor, memory and peripheral interconnects of the host network. For instance, a recent study from Google [1] demonstrates that host congestion in their production clusters leads to significant queueing and packet drops at hosts, resulting in application-level performance degradation in terms of latency and throughput. We reproduce the host congestion phenomenon from [1] using Linux DCTCP; we observe that host congestion can lead to as much as 1% packet drops at the host, 35 – 55% throughput degradation, and 120 – 500x tail latency inflation ($\Delta 2$).

The regime of host congestion forces us to revisit the many fundamental assumptions entrenched within decades of research and practice of congestion control. For instance, classical congestion control literature assumes that packet drops happen at the congestion point; in contrast, host congestion results in queueing and drops away from the actual congestion point (since the host network is lossless). Thus, we must rethink congestion signals to capture the precise time, location, and reason for host congestion. As another example, an unspoken assumption in classical congestion control literature is that all competing traffic adheres to the congestion control protocol; such is not the case in the host congestion regime where traffic from “outside the network” (e.g., applications generating CPU-to-memory traffic) does not employ congestion control mechanisms, is much closer to the congestion point, and can thus change dramatically at sub-RTT granularity. This has powerful implications in terms of rethinking congestion response: existing congestion control protocols that operate at RTT granularity may achieve performance far from optimal in the host congestion regime. Thus, host congestion provides us an opportunity to revisit intellectually intriguing, decades-old, fundamental questions related to congestion control architecture and protocols.
We present hostCC, a congestion control architecture that takes the ultimate end-to-end view: it handles both host congestion and network fabric congestion by allocating both host and network resources among competing traffic. The ethos of host and network resource allocation is the core that drives the three key technical ideas embodied within hostCC. First, in addition to congestion signals from within the network fabric, hostCC generates host-local congestion signals at processor, memory, and peripheral interconnects at sub-microsecond timescales. These host congestion signals enable hostCC to precisely capture the time, location, and reason for host congestion. The second key technical idea in hostCC is a sub-RTT granularity host-local congestion response: at both the sender and the receiver, hostCC uses host-local congestion signals to allocate host resources between network traffic and host-local traffic. At the sender, hostCC uses host-local congestion response to ensure that network traffic is not starved, even at sub-RTT granularity; at the receiver, hostCC uses host-local congestion response to minimize queueing and packet drops at the host: it modulates host resources allocated to the network traffic at sub-RTT granularity to ensure that NIC queues are drained at the same rate at which network traffic arrives at the NIC. Finally, the third key technical idea in hostCC is to use both host and network congestion signals to perform efficient network resource allocation at RTT timescales.

hostCC admits efficient realization within existing host network stacks, without any modifications in applications, host hardware, and/or network hardware; moreover, hostCC can be integrated with existing congestion control protocols to efficiently handle both host and network fabric congestion. To demonstrate this, we perform an end-to-end implementation of hostCC in the Linux kernel using ~800LOC, and evaluate it along with unmodified Linux DCTCP. Our evaluation demonstrates that, in the presence of host congestion, hostCC reduces queueing and packet drops at the host to a bare minimum, resulting in near-optimal network utilization and tail latency for networked applications. The end-to-end implementation of hostCC, along with all the documentation needed to reproduce our results, is available at https://github.com/Terabit-Ethernet/hostCC.

2 HOST CONGESTION

We start with a brief primer on the host network, with a particular focus on potential congestion points within the host network (§2.1). We then reproduce the host congestion phenomenon from [1] for Linux DCTCP, and provide insights on the root causes of performance degradation in the host congestion regime (§2.2).

2.1 Background: the host network

Figure 1 illustrates the host network datapath. We discuss below the life of a packet from the time it arrives at the NIC until it is transferred to CPU/memory. For brevity, we exclude certain architectural details that are not necessary to understand the hostCC architecture (e.g., DRAM architecture). We primarily focus on the receiver side since host congestion is more prominent at the receiver [1, 22, 24].

The host network datapath is best described in two components—one between the NIC (one end of the PCIe interconnect) to the Integrated IO Controller (IIO, the other end of the PCIe interconnect), and the other between the IIO to memory. We discuss below the steps involved in each component.

Figure 1: Illustration of host network datapath for the Intel architecture (AMD architecture is conceptually similar) between NIC and CPU/memory for the DDIO disabled case. Discussion in §2.1.

NIC to IIO datapath. NIC and IIO sit at the two ends of the PCIe interconnect.

1. Upon a packet arrival, the NIC enqueues the packet into its input buffer (typically in a small SRAM [1, 21]).
2. Next, the NIC fetches a descriptor that provides a host memory address for the NIC to Direct Memory Access (DMA) the packet; the NIC driver periodically replenishes these descriptors.
3. Importantly, PCIe is a lossless interconnect that uses a credit-based flow control mechanism implemented via a fixed (hardware-specific) number of credits [33]. When credits are available, the NIC instantiates a DMA request over the PCIe (executed using PCIe transactions); DMA’ing a single packet may require multiple PCIe credits [1, 33]. PCIe being a lossless interconnect, the packet can be safely removed from the NIC buffer as soon as DMA is initiated. If PCIe runs out of credits (we will discuss potential reasons below), DMAs cannot be initiated until credits are replenished.
4. The IIO intercepts each PCIe transaction and initiates writes to memory (discussed below); importantly, a PCIe credit is replenished only when the IIO has successfully issued a write to the memory.

IIO to memory datapath. Modern hosts have support for direct cache access (e.g., using DDIO [14]) that allows NICs to DMA packets directly into the last-level cache (LLC). The precise IIO to memory datapath depends on whether DDIO is enabled or disabled. We first describe the datapath with DDIO disabled; we then discuss the case when DDIO is enabled.

1. Upon receiving a PCIe transaction, IIO enqueues the request in an IIO buffer.
2. IIO issues the requests from its buffer to the memory controller buffer, and the controller executes the final write to DRAM. Importantly, IIO to memory controller datapath also traverses a lossless interconnect that uses a credit-based flow control mechanism; the IIO can issue a write request to the memory.

PCIe transactions are executed at the granularity typically 256 – 512 byte-sized PCIe Transaction Layer Packets (TLPs); however, IIO to memory transactions are executed at the granularity of 64 byte-sized cachelines. Thus, each PCIe transaction requires multiple IIO to memory writes before completion. We will largely ignore this detail since it is not necessary to understand the phenomenon of host congestion.
If DDIO is enabled, IIO transfers the cacheline to the LLC. This may require evicting an already existing cacheline to the memory controller [9, 14]. Therefore, if DDIO is enabled and does not lead to evictions, it reduces the latency of an IIO write request, since the speed-of-light delay from IIO to LLC is smaller than from IIO to DRAM. However, if it does lead to evictions, we are back to the DDIO disabled case: each eviction not only incurs a cacheline worth of memory write bandwidth, but also higher latency since IIO to LLC write can only be executed after the eviction has completed.

Host congestion. Host congestion may occur due to one or more bottlenecks along the datapath, e.g., memory interconnect [1, 24], peripheral interconnect [33], or hardware components required for memory protection from peripheral devices [1, 6, 9, 28, 33]. To gain intuition on host congestion, consider the memory interconnect bottleneck. When the memory controller write queue is full, we observe a domino effect due to latency inflation for IIO-to-memory requests: as IIO-to-memory latency increases, more requests get queued at the IIO buffer, PCIe credit replenishing incurs larger delays, and PCIe may run out of credits. As a result, PCIe bandwidth remains underutilized, resulting in packet queueing and eventual drops at the NIC buffer.

2.2 Understanding impact of host congestion

Existing network protocols and stacks are not designed to handle host congestion—they primarily target either network fabric congestion only (e.g., [4, 8, 26, 31]), or compute bottlenecks due to inefficient software (e.g., [9, 10, 12, 22, 29]). Indeed, the Google study [1] demonstrates that, even with state-of-the-art congestion control protocol Swift [22] and userspace network stack Snap [29], their production clusters suffer from host congestion resulting in significant queueing and packet drops at the host, throughput degradation, and tail latency inflation. In this subsection, we reproduce the host congestion phenomenon from [1] using Linux DCTCP, and provide insights on root causes for queueing, packet drops, and performance degradation in the host congestion regime.

Setup. To build an understanding of performance degradation in the host congestion regime, we use a setup with two servers connected via a single switch. These are 4-socket (NUMA node) servers with 8 Intel Cascade lake CPU cores per socket, 100Gbps Mellanox CX5 NIC connected to one of the sockets over 128Gbps PCIe 3.0, and DDR4 DIMMs connected to 2 memory channels (with a total maximum theoretical capacity of 375Gbps = 46.9Gbps). In terms of resource balancing, our servers are state-of-the-art: the latest commercially available Intel servers have the same set of resources but scaled by a factor (that is, a server with PCIe 4.0 with 256 Gbps capacity would also have 4× more cores, 2× more NIC bandwidth, 4× more memory bandwidth, etc.) [1, 13]. Our servers run Linux kernel 5.4.0 and, by default, use 4K MTUs (similar to [1]), and all available optimizations (segmentation offloads like TSO and GRO, accelerated request flow steering, etc.) that have been shown to achieve best-possible Linux performance [9].

We use three applications—(a) a NetApp-T that generates 4 long flows, each flow from one sender-side CPU core to one receiver-side CPU core on the NIC-local NUMA node (DCTCP needs a minimum of 4 cores to saturate 100Gbps Nic in an uncongested scenario); (b) a NetApp-L that generates latency-sensitive RPCs (of sizes varying from 128B to 32KB) between a sender-side and receiver-side CPU core on the NIC-local NUMA node; and (c) an MApp that generates CPU-to-memory traffic with 1:1 read-write ratio and sequential memory access pattern; we increase the offered load to the memory interconnect by the MApp from 1X to 3X, by increasing the number of MApp CPU cores, and therefore increasing the number of in-flight memory requests (in the absence of any other source of memory traffic, using 1X to 3X MApp cores results in a total observed memory bandwidth of 16.0Gbps, 28.7Gbps, and 34.8Gbps, respectively). We use standard benchmark tools for these applications—iperf [17] for NetApp-T, netperf [20] for NetApp-L, and MLC [16] for MApp.

Figure 2: (left) Host congestion leads to significant performance degradation in terms of packet drop rates and throughput (even with no network congestion). DDIO helps a little but observes similar performance degradation. (right) MApp is able to acquire a large fraction of memory bandwidth, leaving little room for NetApp-T. Discussion in §2.2.
by receiver-side buffers) and is unable to saturate the access link bandwidth. DDIO shines in such a scenario: lower memory bandwidth utilization results in lower memory access latency and fewer CPU cycles per memory access, allowing network traffic with DDIO to continue to saturate the access link bandwidth.

For 2× and 3×, memory bandwidth is now saturated, resulting in inflated memory access latency. We now see the domino effect discussed earlier: PCIe becomes underrun, and packets get queued (and eventually dropped) at the NIC; even in this simple setup, we observe 0.3% drops. Interestingly, while DDIO can be slightly helpful in improving network throughput, it has negligible impact on packet drop rate; this is because of the reasons discussed earlier—as shown in the right figure, memory bandwidth utilization is similar for both DDIO enabled and disabled (that is, majority of cachelines are evicted from LLC before the CPU can consume them). We will discuss in §5 that at 2× and 3×, DCTCP is operating in the AIMD regime: senders keep on increasing sending rate, resulting in queue build-up and drops at the NIC when total sending rate exceeds the instantaneous host interconnect capacity; packet drops leads to rate reduction, followed by subsequent sawtooth behavior.

Figure 2(right) shows that, as we increase the number of MApp cores, network traffic is allocated a decreasing fraction of memory bandwidth. More work is needed to understand the precise reasons; our evaluation suggests that memory bandwidth allocation is essentially proportional to the load generated by individual entities (IIO or CPU); this implies that, as MApp cores increase, MApp generates increasingly larger load but the maximum number of requests issued by IIO remains the same (dependent on the PCIe credit limit). As a result, CPUs are able to quickly acquire a larger fraction of memory bandwidth, creating even more host contention for network traffic.

[Figure 3] Impact of host congestion worsens with increasing MTU sizes and a larger number of flows. Larger MTU sizes and a large number of connections have to be improved network throughput when compute at the host is bottlenecked due to inefficient software [1, 9]. Figure 3 shows that, in the presence of host congestion, these optimizations can, in fact, hurt performance—we see a significant increase in packet drop rates for both DDIO enabled and disabled cases; and, while we observe a slight improvement in throughput for the DDIO disabled case (due to reduction in

3This is because each CPU core can maintain a hardware-specific maximum number of in-flight memory requests, equal to so-called Line Fill Buffer (LFB) size. On our servers, this limit is typically 10 – 12.

[Figure 4] Host congestion can cause orders of magnitude tail latency inflation for latency-sensitive applications. We now run the three applications—NetApp-T, NetApp-L, and MApp—together, with 3× host congestion. Since NetApp-L introduces a tiny amount of additional traffic, NetApp-T and MApp performance is similar to previous experiments; we thus focus on NetApp-L results. We observe significant latency inflation for NetApp-L in the host congestion regime. This latency inflation is caused due to three reasons (a) queuing delay at the NIC buffer; (b) retransmission and timeout delays due to drops at the NIC buffer; and (c) larger CPU processing delays due to inflated CPU cycles in memory accesses caused by host congestion. Building upon previous observations (close to 0.3% drops), P99 latency is dominated by (a) and (c), and P99.9 is dominated by (b)—for both DDIO enabled and disabled (that observe similar drop rates). P99 latency inflation is roughly 60 − 100μs which is close to the worst-case queuing delay at the NIC buffer; at P99.9, latency inflation is close to 200ms, which is the default Linux minimum retransmission timeout (RTO) value. Smaller RPCs suffer from higher tail latency inflation because any packet drop necessitates a timeout; for larger RPCs, Linux Tail Loss Probe (TLP) [34] mechanism is effective (with a smaller timeout) when there is more than one in-flight packet. Isolating NIC buffers does not solve this problem: a smaller NIC buffer size would incur a larger number of drops, increasing (b); a larger NIC buffer size, on the other hand, would increase (a).
3 hostCC

Figure 5 illustrates the end-to-end hostCC architecture. In this section, we provide details on the three key technical ideas embodied within the architecture—host congestion signals (§3.1), host-local congestion response (§3.2), and network resource allocation (§3.3).

3.1 Host congestion signals

hostCC, in addition to classical congestion signals from within the network fabric, generates host-local congestion signals. More precisely, hostCC uses IIO buffer occupancy as a congestion signal.

To understand why, recall the host datapath discussed in §2.1. Let \( R \) be the rate at which NIC receives data, \( P \) be the maximum in-flight bytes that PCIe can maintain (a fixed hardware-dependent constant that depends on the maximum number of credits, and on TLP size), \( \ell_p \) be the latency between the NIC to the IIO (a fixed hardware-dependent constant), and \( \ell_m \) be the latency between the IIO and the memory controller. As discussed in §2.1, \( \ell_m \) depends upon multiple factors, including the memory controller write queue size, load on the memory controller, whether DDIO is enabled (and whether an eviction is triggered), and the speed-of-light-latency between the IIO and memory [7, 14, 23]. We will refer to \( \ell_m \) as the minimum and the maximum value of \( \ell_m \).

Given the above, PCIe throughput is given by \( P / \max \{\ell_p, \ell_m\} \), that is, PCIe utilization is dominated by the maximum latency among all links along the path from the NIC to memory. The IIO buffer occupancy is equal to \( R \times \ell_m \), that is, the maximum number of bytes that can be received by the IIO while it is waiting for credits to be replenished (if it had credits, IIO would issue the requests).

In the regime of no host congestion, \( \ell_m \approx \ell_m \), \( \ell_m \approx \ell_m \), and PCIe bandwidth utilization matches the rate at which NIC receives data; that is, \( P / \ell_p \geq R \). However, in the host congestion regime, the IIO buffer occupancy can be anywhere between \( R \times \ell_m \) and \( \min \{R \times \ell_m, \max \{R \times \ell_m \}, \max \{R \times \ell_m \}, \max \{R \times \ell_m \}, \max \{R \times \ell_m \} \} \), that is, the second expression in the upper bound is achieved when IIO is unable to replenish PCIe credits due to large \( \ell_m \). Our measurements in Figure 8 provide an empirical confirmation.

We are now ready to describe the benefits of using IIO occupancy as the host congestion signal. First, IIO occupancy provides accurate information about time, location, and reason for host congestion: IIO occupancy increases immediately upon the memory controller becoming congested (accuracy in time and location) and it increases only if memory controller is congested (accuracy in reason). Second, IIO occupancy can be combined with another statistic—IO insertion rate, defined as the rate at which PCIe inserts data into the IIO buffer—to measure various other useful metrics; for instance, instantaneous PCIe throughput (capturing the rate at which NIC buffers are drained) is equal to instantaneous IIO insertion rate times the cacheline size, host delay \( (\ell_p + \ell_m) \) can be computed using Little’s Law [27]), etc. Third, IIO occupancy and IO insertion rates can be measured using two registers typically available on commodity hardware, allowing hostCC to work without any hardware modifications/support. Finally, IIO measurements are done at the processor interconnect, outside the NIC-to-memory datapath; thus, IIO occupancy measurements are not impacted by host congestion. We provide more details in §4.1, including details on how hostCC measures IIO occupancy and IIO insertion rates at sub-\( \mu \)-s granularity using existing hardware.

3.2 Host-local congestion response at sub-RTT granularity

A conceptual interpretation of classical congestion control protocols is that, to handle congestion within the network, these protocols (along with network switches) allocate network resources across entities competing at the congestion point. The second key technical idea in hostCC architecture is motivated by this conceptual view: to handle both host and network congestion, hostCC allocates both host and network resources among entities competing at the congestion point. To achieve this, hostCC introduces a host-local congestion response—at both the sender and the receiver host—that uses host congestion signals discussed in the previous subsection to allocate host resources across network traffic and host-local traffic.

Resource allocation depends on the underlying policy; hostCC architecture does not dictate the precise resource allocation policy—just like different network resource allocation mechanisms use different network allocation policies (max-min fairness, weighted max-min fairness, prioritization, etc.), we envision hostCC to embody various host resource allocation policies and respective implementation. For the following discussion, we assume that the policy periodically computes a target network bandwidth \( B_T \), and feeds it as input to hostCC. In addition, the host-local congestion response takes as input IIO occupancy \( I_S \) as the host congestion signal (using a threshold \( T_r \), where \( I_S > T_r \) indicates host congestion) and PCIe bandwidth utilization \( B_S \) (computed using IIO insertion rates, as discussed in the previous subsection). The congestion response mechanism operates on a per-packet basis, and makes a decision whether to increase or decrease the resource allocation to both network traffic and host-local traffic.
Given the above, hostCC’s host-local congestion response mechanism is best described in terms of four possible regimes of operation, depicted in Figure 6. We describe individual regimes and corresponding host-local congestion response below.

1. [No host congestion, network traffic has met the target network bandwidth]. In this regime, host is not congested ($I_S < I_T$) and the network traffic is using more resources than what is needed to meet the target bandwidth (that is, $B_S > B_T$). Thus, the host-local congestion response mechanism increases the resources allocated to the host-local traffic. This is the right action to take since, in absence of host congestion, more host resources can be allocated to either network traffic or host-local traffic; moreover, since the network traffic has already met the target network bandwidth, we want to ensure that host-local traffic is not backpressured unnecessarily. Thus, the host-local congestion response mechanism increases resources allocated to the host-local traffic. It is possible that host-local traffic does not need additional resources; hostCC handles this case by relying on the AIMD-style mechanisms used in network congestion control protocols—since host is not congested, network traffic does not get marked with congestion signals at the host allowing network traffic to increase its rate and acquire unused host resources (if network fabric is not congested).

2. [Host congestion, network traffic has met the target network bandwidth]. In this regime, host is congested and the network traffic is using more resources than what is needed to meet the target bandwidth. Thus, the right action in this regime is to reduce resources allocated to the network traffic and to not reduce resources allocated to the host-local traffic. To achieve this, hostCC again relies on AIMD-style mechanisms used in network congestion control protocols: it echoes the host congestion signal to the network congestion control protocol resulting in reduction in network traffic rate.

3. [Host congestion, network traffic has not met the target network bandwidth]. In this regime, host is congested but the network traffic is allocated fewer resources than what is needed to meet the target bandwidth. Since there is host congestion, we must reduce the allocated resources; since network traffic has not met the target bandwidth, hostCC first reduces the resources allocated to the host-local traffic (this happens at sub-RTT granularity). However, this is not sufficient to avoid NIC buffer build up and packet drops. To see why, recall that the PCIe bandwidth utilization $B_S$ and target network bandwidth $B_T$ may be much lower than the rate $R$ at which NIC is currently receiving traffic. By reducing resources allocated to host-local traffic in order to accommodate $B_T$ network traffic bandwidth, the host-local congestion response merely ensures that NIC buffers build up at a rate no faster than $R - B_T$. Without any explicit congestion signal, the network traffic will have no reason to reduce $R$, resulting in increasingly more queueing at the NIC and eventual packet drops. To avoid this, the host-local congestion response also echoes the host congestion signal to the network congestion control protocol resulting in reduction in network traffic rate. We note that, if $R < B_T$, the host-local congestion response may lead to inefficient resource allocation due to reducing resources allocated to both network and host-local traffic; nevertheless, hostCC takes the above conservation decision temporarily to minimize NIC buffer buildup and packet drops.

4. [No host congestion, network traffic has not met the target network bandwidth]. In this regime, host is not congested and the network traffic has fewer resources than what is needed to meet the target bandwidth. Thus, the host-local congestion response allocates more resources to network traffic; this allocation is again implicit, in that, it again relies on the AIMD-style mechanisms—since host is not congested, network traffic does not get marked with congestion signals at the host allowing network traffic to increase its rate and acquire unused host resources (if network fabric is not congested). Increasing resources allocated to the network traffic implicitly may take multiple RTTs, or may not even be feasible (e.g., due to network congestion); nevertheless, the host-local congestion response makes the conservation decision to not increase resources allocated to the host-local traffic in this regime to avoid host congestion before reaching the target network bandwidth.

The host-local congestion response in hostCC uses host congestion signals (that are generated at sub-microsecond granularity) and is purely local to the host; thus, it can be done at sub-RTT granularity. As a result, even if host-local traffic changes at sub-RTT granularity, the host-local congestion response can ensure high host resource utilization while maintaining target network bandwidth according to any given policy.

### 3.3 Network resource allocation at RTT granularity

Consider the regime of host congestion ($I_S > I_T$) and network traffic transmitting at rate $R > B_T$ (which will lead to $B_S > B_T$). In this scenario, the right action is for the network traffic to reduce its rate. To achieve this, hostCC’s host-local congestion response mechanism does not take any action; instead, hostCC simply echoes the host congestion signal back to the network congestion control protocol (in addition to any network congestion signal). This has two benefits. The first benefit is conceptual: it enables a clean separation of concerns, where the host-local congestion response handles host congestion at sub-RTT granularity, and network congestion control continues to handle network congestion at RTT.
granularity as they do today. Second, hostCC can be integrated with any network congestion control protocol; the only difference is that the protocol will now use both host and network congestion signals for host resource allocation.

**End-to-end hostCC behavior.** We provide an intuitive description of hostCC’s end-to-end behavior. Suppose the network traffic is operating at rate $R > B_T$. Suppose severe host congestion is introduced abruptly; then, as evaluated in §2.2, $B_S$ will reduce to a small value below $B_T$. $I_S$ will grow beyond $I_T$, and the host-local congestion response will kick in quickly to increase the host resources allocated to network traffic to accommodate $\sim B_T$ bandwidth (potentially by reducing resources allocated to host-local traffic causing host congestion). However, for a few RTTs, the arrival rate of network traffic $R$ at receiver NIC will still be higher than $B_T$, resulting in hostCC echoing host congestion signals back to the sender. The sender will eventually reduce $R$ until it converges to the target network bandwidth $B_T$.

### 4 hostCC IMPLEMENTATION

We now provide details on how we incorporate the three key technical ideas from the previous section in an end-to-end hostCC implementation—generating host congestion signals (§4.1), using host congestion signals for host-local congestion response at sub-RTT granularity (§4.2) and using both host and network congestion signals for network resource allocation at RTT granularity (§4.3). We implement hostCC as a loadable Linux kernel module using $\sim 800$ LOC; hostCC works out-of-the-box with various existing congestion control protocols, without requiring any modifications to applications, host hardware, and/or network hardware.

#### 4.1 Host congestion signals

hostCC collects host congestion signals at sub-microsecond granularity. To maintain brevity, we describe an implementation atop Intel architectures (AMD architecture is conceptually very similar). Most hardware counters are exposed using model specific registers (MSRs) [15]. The MSR for the IIO occupancy value at time $t$ (denoted by $ROCC(t)$) maintains the cumulative value of the occupancy, incremented at IIO clock frequency (denoted by $F_{IIO}$); for example, $F_{IIO} = 500$MHz for our servers. The average IIO occupancy $I_S$ between any two time instants $t_1$ and $t_2$ is computed using: $I_S = (ROCC(t_2) - ROCC(t_1)) / ((t_2 - t_1) \times F_{IIO})$. The time difference $(t_2 - t_1)$ is measured by the standard method of reading the TSC register, which provides nanosecond level time accuracy. To minimize read latency, we used inline assembler code to read the TSC register. The read latency is bottlenecked by the read call to the IIO occupancy MSR register. On our servers, we measured that each TSC read took $< 2$ns, and each MSR read call took $< 600$ns. Thus, we are able to collect host congestion signal (IIO occupancy $I_S$) at sub-$\mu$s timescales. Similarly, to measure PCIe bandwidth utilization $B_S$, we read another MSR counter (denoted by $R_{INS}$) that stores cumulative IIO insertions. Thus, similar to IIO occupancy, we compute the average rate of IIO insertions $I$ between time instants $t_1$ and $t_2$ as $I = (R_{INS}(t_2) - R_{INS}(t_1)) / (t_2 - t_1)$. The PCIe bandwidth utilization between $t_1$ and $t_2$ is thus $I$ times the cacheline size. Both congestion signals—$I_S$ and $B_S$—require reading CPU registers, which does not overlap with the NIC-to-memory datapath; thus, hostCC is able to measure these signals at a sub-$\mu$s timescale, independent of host congestion (as shown in Figure 7).

We note a low-level detail. Similar to existing network congestion control protocols [22, 31], hostCC uses an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) for its congestion signals, $I_S$ and $B_S$, rather than their instantaneous values. The EWMA weight used in hostCC has a standard tradeoff in terms of aggressiveness in hostCC’s response to host congestion and delayed reaction—using a large weight will quickly trigger host-local congestion response as well as network congestion control response (the latter because congestion signals will be generated more quickly, and echoing them to network congestion control protocol will trigger its response) which could lead to overreaction in presence of temporary burst of host congestion; a small weight, on the other hand, will delay congestion response. hostCC uses a default weight value of 1/8 for $I_S$ and 1/256 for $B_S$ (that is, last 8 IIO occupancy values and last 256 PCIe bandwidth utilization values are dominant). An important note here is that we use the same weight for $I_S$ for detecting host congestion and echoing congestion to the network congestion control protocol; this works because network congestion control protocols typically maintains EWMA of their parameters (e.g., $\alpha$ in

---

**Figure 7:** hostCC generates host congestion signals that are not on the NIC-to-memory datapath; it can thus measure both $I_S$ (left) and $B_S$ (right) at sub-$\mu$s timescales independent of host congestion.

**Figure 8:** Variation of IIO occupancy $I_S$ and PCIe bandwidth utilization $B_S$ with time for 1ms period for the experiment of Figure 2 without host congestion (left) and with 3x host congestion (right). In absence of host congestion, $B_S \approx 103$Gbps (line-rate bandwidth including PCIe overheads with 4K MTUs) and $I_S \approx 65$, which corresponds to hardware-specific IIO-DRAM bandwidth-delay product (§3.1). During host congestion, $I_S$ increases to a maximum value of $\sim 93$ (shown in red), resulting in a reduction of $B_S$, queueing and packet drops at the NIC, and network CC reducing the rate.
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Figure 8 the IIO occupancy and PCIe write bandwidth with time
for the baseline setup in §2, with and without host congestion.

4.2 Host-local congestion response
The host-local congestion response in hostCC implementation takes
as input host congestion signals ($I_I$ and $B_S$) and corresponding
thresholds ($I_F$ and $B_T$) and triggers the response discussed in §3.2.
Any resource allocation mechanism must operate using the in-
nerface provided by the system that offers resources; we describe
our implementation using the Intel Memory Bandwidth Allocation
(MBA) tool. This interface uses a simple multi-level backpressure
mechanism to the host-local traffic (recall, host interconnect is
lossless; thus, backpressure is a natural mechanism to reduce CPU
to memory traffic). Higher levels mean more backpressure; that
is, higher levels result in fewer resources allocated to host-local
traffic. Internally, MBA alters the rate at which any CPU core can
generate memory traffic by introducing additional latency to every
read/write request that observes an L2 cache miss on that core.
Therefore, average traffic generated by a core to memory is in-
versely proportional to the introduced additional latency: (LFB size
x cache line size)/per-access latency, where LFB size is as discussed
in §2.2. The current MBA interface allows 10 levels, with higher
levels introducing higher latency resulting in lower CPU to memory
traffic [37]. AMD’s Memory Bandwidth QoS control tool uses a
similar interface [5].

The desired rate level is realized by performing a single MSR
write to MBA-specific registers. For each socket (NUMA node),
MBA maintains 8 MSR registers, one for each “class-of-service”
(COS), which can include any number of CPU cores within a par-
ticular socket. The assignment of CPU cores to COS can also be
changed dynamically using an MSR write to another control reg-
ister. Therefore, a single MSR write can simultaneously alter the
CPU to memory traffic for any number of CPU cores within a
socket. Our current implementation uses 5 local response levels
$\ell = \{0, 1, 2, 3, 4\}$, where each successive level $\ell$ introduces in-
creasingly larger latency—level 0 corresponds to no backpressure, and
level 4 corresponds to maximum backpressure. We separate out
network traffic cores from host-local traffic cores using different
COS and introduce backpressure only to the latter.

Figure 9(left) shows network throughput when we hard code
each individual host-local response level $\ell$. We observe that, with
each level $\ell$, throughput increases as expected: with more aggressive
backpressure on host-local traffic, network throughput increases
from 43Gbps at level 0 to $\sim$100 Gbps at level 4. To understand
Figure 9(right), that shows corresponding memory bandwidth util-
ization, we must understand the difference between application-
level throughput and corresponding load on memory bandwidth.
In particular, NetApp-T and MApp use $\sim$2.1x and $\sim$1.33x memory
bandwidth per unit of application-level throughput (due to data
copy and processor interconnect overheads, respectively). When
DDIO is enabled, the network application achieves higher through-
put at lower response levels (for eg., $\sim$100Gbps at level 3 instead of 4)
because NetApp-T utilizes smaller amount of memory bandwidth
per unit throughput (since DDIO cache eviction rate is typically
less than 100%). Consequently, it requires smaller amount of back-
pressure to the MApp to achieve the same network throughput. Our
measurements also suggest that it takes $\sim$22µs to perform a write
to today’s MBA MSR registers due to MBA limitations; to verify
that this was not an hostCC implementation artifact, we performed
MSR writes using inline assembler core such that we only execute
a single assembly-level instruction for the write and still incurred
22µs latency (2x smaller than our network RTT). We discuss this
limitation of MBA in §6.

4.3 Network resource allocation
hostCC can be integrated with many existing network congestion
control protocols. We focus here on hostCC’s implementation with
ECN-based protocols; we discuss extensions to integrate hostCC
with other protocols in §6. hostCC requires no modification to exist-
ing network congestion control protocol implementations: hostCC
simply generates ECN markings on the ACKs sent back to the sender
when $B_S > I_F$ (if the packet was already marked by the switch, no
modifications are made). The current hostCC implementation performs
ECN marking at the IP layer using 2 out of 6 DSCP bits (as in RFC
3168 [35]) by exploiting a hook to the ip_rcv function provided by the
widely used NetFilter kernel module [38] in Linux; hostCC’s
host-local congestion response does exactly what today’s switches
do—mark both these bits as 1 to indicate congestion—before deliver-
ing the IP datagram to the transport layer. The transport layer then
processes the ECN marked datagram in exactly the same manner
as it would for any ECN marked packet at today’s switches.

5 hostCC EVALUATION
We now evaluate hostCC performance. Our goals are three-fold:
• Understanding benefits of hostCC’s core ideas—host congestion
signals, host-local congestion response, and performing network
resource allocation using both host and network congestion
signals—to application-level performance;

The host-local response level $\ell$ corresponds to the maximum possible latency that can
be introduced using the current MBA implementation to all MApp cores. However, this
added latency does not provide sufficient backpressure to MApp to allow the network
application to reach line rate throughput (as shown in Figure 9, NetApp-T only achieves
$\sim$75Gbps throughput at level 3). In order to emulate an MBA response with larger
added latency, we introduced a level 4 in current hostCC implementation—when
emulating level 4, we pause the execution of the MApp process using the SIGSTOP
signal, and when switching back from level 4 to lower levels, we resume the MApp
process using the SIGCONT signal.
We first evaluate hostCC on the same setup as in §2.2—this setup congestion and allows us to gain insights on hostCC performance for DCTCP, we use default parameters from [4]. We do not perform any experiment-specific parameter optimization.

Figure 10: (left) hostCC allows network traffic to achieve its target network bandwidth of $B_T = 80$Gbps, while simultaneously reducing packet drop rates by orders of magnitude, even with a high degree of host congestion. (right) with hostCC, MApps no longer acquire a large fraction of memory bandwidth, even with high degree of host congestion.

Figure 11: Even with high degree of host congestion (3× in this experiment), hostCC consistently maintains its benefits across MTU sizes and number of flows.

- Deep dive into hostCC microscopic behavior (capturing host congestion signals, host-local congestion response, and network resource allocation) in the host congestion regime;
- Develop lessons for the host congestion regime that would be useful to design future host hardware and network stacks that can better enable the reaction to host congestion.

Throughout this section, we use Linux DCTCP as our network congestion control protocol (network CC) since Linux DCTCP is a stable open-source implementation that works with commodity hardware. We primarily focus on the DDIO disabled case since results are easier to explain (as discussed earlier, performance for DDIO enabled case depends on cache eviction policies); hostCC evaluation for the DDIO enabled case is presented in §5.2. Unless mentioned otherwise, we use I/O occupancy threshold $I_T = 70$ and network target bandwidth $B_T = 80$Gbps for hostCC (we present sensitivity analysis of hostCC performance with $I_T$ and $B_T$ in §5.3); for DCTCP, we use default parameters from [4]. We do not perform any experiment-specific parameter optimization.

5.1 hostCC benefits

We first evaluate hostCC on the same setup as in §2.2—this setup does not have any network congestion, allowing us to gain insights about hostCC performance in the host congestion regime. We then extend the setup to the one used in [1]; this setup includes network congestion and allows us to gain insights on hostCC performance in the presence of network congestion (with and without host congestion).

hostCC avoids throughput degradation for network traffic while simultaneously reducing packet drops at the host by orders of magnitude. Figure 10(left) shows that, when the degree of host congestion is so low that NetApp-T can reach its target network bandwidth without creating bottlenecks within the host network ($0 \times$ and $1 \times$ cases), hostCC has negligible impact on NetApp-T throughput (which is bandwidth bottlenecked for the $0 \times$ case and CPU bottlenecked for the $1 \times$ case). More interestingly, in the presence of host congestion, hostCC allows NetApp-T to achieve throughput close to the desired target network bandwidth (80Gbps in this experiment), even with a high degree of host congestion. Essentially, using the host congestion signals, the sub-RTT host-local congestion response promptly reduces the resources allocated to the MApp traffic whenever the network throughput falls below $B_T$ in presence of host congestion (hostCC steady-state behavior illustrated later in §5.4) Moreover, Figure 10(right) shows that these benefits to NetApp-T do not come at the cost of starving MApp traffic: hostCC’s host-local congestion response also increases resources allocated to the MApp traffic whenever NetApp-T is able to sustain the target network bandwidth. Figure 10(left) also shows that hostCC reduces packet drop rates to a bare minimum, since the host-local congestion response and network CC (using host congestion signals) work in tandem to keep the NIC buffer occupancy low for a larger fraction of time.

We observe that, with a high degree of host congestion, the total memory bandwidth utilization is slightly reduced. We believe this behavior is not due to hostCC’s architecture but rather due to the coarse granularity of host resource allocation using existing tools (Intel MBA, in this case). Due to such coarse granularity of the allocation, the MApp sometimes gets backpressured much more than it needs to, in order to accommodate additional NetApp-T traffic. Figure 9 shows an example of this behavior: when we switch from host-local response level 3 to 4, NetApp-T gains 5.2GBps of memory bandwidth, while MApp loses 13.8GBps of memory bandwidth. We discuss potential avenues for future hardware support for improved host-local congestion response in §6.

Figure 11 shows that hostCC consistently achieves benefits in terms of maintaining target network bandwidth and reduced packet drop rates across all evaluated MTU sizes and number for flows. hostCC observes minimal tail latency inflation for latency-sensitive traffic, even with high degree of host congestion. Figure 12 shows the observed latency under the same multi-tenant
evaluation setup as in Figure 4 (where we use all apps NetApp-T, NetApp-L and MApp together). hostCC observes minimal latency inflation in the regime of host congestion due to two reasons: (1) hostCC’s host-local congestion response ensures minimal queueing delay at the host; and (2) hostCC significantly reduces packet drop rates, avoiding retransmission and timeout delays. Results for small-sized RPCs provide evidence for the first reason: recall, from §2.2, that P99 latency in this experiment is dominated by NIC queueing delays; the figure shows that, despite the high degree of host congestion, hostCC incurs a minuscule latency inflation of 13\(\mu\)s for 128B RPCs (when compared to no host congestion scenario). All results provide evidence for the second reason: we observe no timeouts even at P99.9 percentile.

**hostCC maintains its benefits even in the presence of both host and network congestion.** Figure 13 evaluates hostCC performance in the presence of network congestion, with and without host congestion. For this experiment, we use an incast workload with two senders and a single receiver, directly connected to a switch. We vary the degree of network congestion by varying the degree of incast (the total number of active concurrent flows at the receiver) from 4 to 10 (1\(\times\) to 2.5\(\times\) degree of incast). We observe that, in the absence of host congestion, network CC without hostCC observes increased packet drop rates with an increase in the degree of network congestion (as one would expect); since there is no host congestion, hostCC performance is near-identical to the network CC performance indicating that hostCC has minimal overheads in the absence of host congestion. In the presence of both host and network congestion, however, network CC performance without hostCC suffers from high packet drops rates and reduced throughput; in this scenario, hostCC provides significant benefits using all three of its core ideas: it collects host congestion signals at sub-\(\mu\)s timescales, it is able to modulate host resources allocated to the network traffic so as to maintain target network bandwidth, and incurs minimal packet drops rates by ensuring that network CC converges to a rate that matches available network and host resources. This experiment demonstrates that hostCC interpolates well with network CC even in the presence of both host and network congestion.

**Figure 13:** (left) In the presence of network congestion and absence of host congestion, hostCC achieves performance similar to network CC indicating minimal overheads; (right) in the presence of both host and network congestion, hostCC consistently provides benefits similar to Figure 10.

**5.2 hostCC results with DDIO enabled**

Figure 14 shows hostCC results using the same setup as in Figure 10, but with DDIO enabled. We use \(I_T = 50\) here because the observed I/O occupancy value when there is no host congestion is smaller when DDIO is enabled (\(\sim 45\), compared to \(\sim 65\) when disabled). This is due to smaller average I/O-to-memory latency with DDIO enabled as discussed in §2.1. We observe similar trends as in Figure 10—hostCC ensures that network traffic is able to achieve the target network bandwidth, while reducing packet drop rates to a bare minimum. With large degree of host congestion, the absolute packet drop rate with hostCC is slightly higher than other evaluated cases (hostCC still helps reduce packet drop rates by \(\sim 37\times\) compared to the case without hostCC); identifying the precise reasons for this observation requires more visibility into DDIO-related hardware operations like cache eviction policies (as also noted in [9, 11]).

We also observe that, with DDIO enabled, MApp is able to acquire larger fraction of memory bandwidth (compared to DDIO disabled case in Figure 10) for any given degree of host congestion. Figure 9 helps explain this behavior—when DDIO is enabled, NetApp-T is able to sustain higher average throughput at a lower host-local response level; hence, MApp experiences smaller amount of backpressure to achieve the target network bandwidth.

Figure 15 shows benefits of hostCC in terms of latency for NetApp-L using the same setup as in Figure 4, but with DDIO enabled. We observe that latency inflation without and with hostCC is identical to that of Figure 12; this is because both DDIO enabled and disabled cases observe similar level of packet drop rates for 3\(\times\) degree of host congestion (as shown in Figure 2), leading to similar tail latency inflation for NetApp-L (as discussed in §2.2).
hostCC has only two parameters $B_T$ and $I_T$. Figure 16 shows that hostCC consistently achieves benefits in terms of maintaining target network bandwidth and minimal packet drop rates for all values of $B_T$ (while only applying as much backpressure on MApp as needed to maintain target network bandwidth). The drop rates are particularly low for small values of $B_T$; this is because the arrival rate of packets at the NIC is smaller than the PCIe bandwidth utilization (that is, the rate at which packets are drained from the NIC buffer). To see this, recall from Figure 2 that, even without hostCC, network traffic achieves $\sim$43Gbps throughput at $3\times$ degree of host congestion; thus, average PCIe utilization must be at least 43Gbps. Here, hostCC maintains average network throughput less than 40Gbps, resulting in NIC buffers rarely filling up and no packet drops. We also observe low drop rates with large values of $B_T$. As discussed in §3.2, NIC buffer build-up depends on $R - B_T$, larger values of $B_T$ gives network traffic more time to converge to the right rate; since hostCC ensures the average PCIe bandwidth utilization remains close to $B_T$, the time it takes for NIC buffer to fill up reduces with increasing $B_T$.

Figure 17 shows hostCC performance with varying $I_T$ values: increasing $I_T$ leads to an increasingly delayed reaction to the onset of host congestion, leading to larger packet drops and higher MApp throughput.

5.4 Deep dive into hostCC performance

We now provide more insights into hostCC’s performance.

Necessity of the three hostCC ideas. Figure 18 demonstrates that each of the three key technical ideas in the hostCC architecture—generating host congestion signals at sub-$\mu$s granularity, sub-RTT host-local congestion response, and network resource allocation based on both host and network congestion signals—contribute to hostCC’s performance.

In particular, without host-local congestion response, it is possible to minimize packet drop rates but only at the cost of degraded throughput: network traffic achieves merely $\sim$28Gbps of throughput. To explain the root cause for this observation, we plot in Figure 18(b) measured IIO occupancy and PCIe bandwidth utilization (including the PCIe-level overheads that turn out to be $\sim$5% with 4K MTU and hardware default TLP size) with time for a 1000$\mu$s horizon for the case of 3x memory contention. We observe that IIO occupancy often increases beyond $I_T = 70$, indicating a possible onset of host congestion (whenever the network traffic increases using AMD’s network CC reacts to this by reducing rate, thus bringing down the host congestion and drop rate, but also suffering from low throughput. On the other hand, without performing network resource allocation based on both host and network congestion signals, it is possible to achieve high throughput but at the cost of large packet drop rates. Figure 18(c) demonstrates the reason for this observation: IIO occupancy $I_T$ frequently saturates to the maximum value of $\sim$93, indicating NIC buffer build-up and subsequent packet drops at the host.

Figure 18(d) shows that, by carefully allocating both host resources (using host-local congestion response) and network resources (using both host and network congestion signals), hostCC is able to simultaneously achieve high throughput and low packet drops rates. Using the host-local congestion response, hostCC is able to modulate host resources allocated to network traffic in a manner that NIC queue buffer buildup can be avoided (as suggested by smaller IIO occupancy immediately upon crossing the $I_T$ threshold) until network traffic converges to the right throughput using both host and network congestion signals.

Understanding example hostCC steady-state behavior. Figure 19(a) shows the measured PCIe bandwidth utilization with time for $B_T = 80$Gbps (including PCIe-level overheads, this amounts to 84Gbps, denoted by the green line). We note from Figure 9 that PCIe bandwidth utilization lies between the host-local response levels 3 and 4 (which provide $\sim$77Gbps and 100Gbps throughput, respectively). Therefore, as expected, hostCC host-local congestion response oscillates between levels 3 and 4, ensuring that the measured PCIe bandwidth utilization remains close to $B_T$ in Figure 19(a). The switches across levels happen in accordance with the host-local congestion response logic in §3.2: hostCC switches from level 3 to 4 when the IIO occupancy goes higher than $I_T$ (denoted by red line in Figure 19(c)) and the PCIe bandwidth is still lower than $B_T$; and switches back to level 3 when PCIe bandwidth has increased beyond $B_T$ and IIO occupancy is again lower than $I_T$.

6 DISCUSSION AND LESSONS LEARNT

Adoption of high-bandwidth access links and relatively stagnant technology trends for resources within hosts have led to emergence of host congestion—that is, congestion within the host network that enables data exchange between NIC and CPU/memory. hostCC is a congestion control architecture that handles both host and network fabric congestion. hostCC achieves this using three key ideas—generation of host congestion signals, a sub-RTT host-local...
We need more support from hardware to perform fine-grained host MSR register, thus precluding finer-grained response.

Second, MBA—has two main limitations. First, while a write to a typical resource allocation. For instance, the tool currently used in hostCC—

Existing tools for host resource allocation are insufficient. We need more support from hardware to perform fine-grained host resource allocation. For instance, the tool currently used in hostCC—

MBA—has two main limitations. First, while a write to a typical MSR register takes < 1µs, it takes ~22µs to write into the MBA MSR register, thus precluding finer-grained response. Second, MBA has non-linear performance: increasing latency using successive MBA levels results in a non-linear and coarse-grained response (also observed in [37]). We also need more tools to enable QoS at the memory controller.

Would new technologies help? Two important emerging technologies are RDMA [39] and CXL [36]. RDMA does not handle host congestion by itself [24]; and, the benefits of CXL to alleviate host congestion are unclear. For instance, consider the two use cases of CXL. First, reducing PCIe to IIO latency; our analysis in §3.1 suggests that reducing $f_p$ does not alleviate memory interconnect congestion (i.e., $f_m$ is the core problem). Second, CXL may enable memory expansion where CPUs can directly read from CXL-attached memory; this requires massive changes in the host infrastructure, and whether it will provide benefits to host congestion remains an interesting avenue of future research. Furthermore, as discussed in §2.1, host congestion may occur due to bottlenecks at any of the resources along the host network; one particularly interesting case is PCIe underutilization due to bottlenecks within hardware devices for memory protection (e.g., IOMMU) [1, 9]. New technologies like ATS [3] can help IOMMU-induced host congestion, but we believe more work needs to be done to avoid IOMMU-induced host congestion.

Host congestion signals. hostCC can be easily extended to incorporate additional congestion signals. For instance, in §3.1, we discussed simple extensions in hostCC to generate delay-based congestion signals. Using this signal could allow hostCC to also work with delay-based CC protocols [22]. While commodity hardware does not provide NIC buffer occupancy, it would also be interesting to explore whether NIC buffer occupancy can provide accurate information on time, location and reason for host congestion. Finally, we need additional congestion signals to capture IOMMU-induced host congestion [1].
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